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HISTORY

From its beginnings in 1942, TBS SOEST bv has
not only been a supplier of manhole covers and
gullies, but has also established a reputation as a
supplier of 100% watertight cast iron penstocks.

These penstocks found a ready market all over
the world. However, increased agressiveness of
the environment resulted in more and more cor-
rosion problems. Penstocks jammed, maintenance
became more expensive and special coatings had
to be applied to give protection. The service life of
such cast iron penstocks was reduced considerably.

NEW MATERIALS

The introduction of plastics in water management
gave rise to new opportunities. 

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was the first material to
be applied. However, PVC is known to deteriorate
on aging. The plasticizers (softeners) disappear
from the material and the PVC becomes more
susceptible to fracture.

This is the reason why tougher thermoplastics
are now being used although they were and still
are considerably more expensive.

These tough thermoplastics are High Density
Polyethylene (HDPE) and Polypropylene (PP). PP
is used for high-temperature applications where-
as HDPE is seen as an addition to or even substi-
tution for PVC in water works.

HDPE PIONEERS

In 1984 the company Kunststof Systeem
Technologie (Plastic System Technology) in
Holland pioneered the use of HDPE for water con-
trol products.

In 1992 TBS SOEST bv acquired this company
because of the opportunities these non-corrosive
products offered both within and outside Holland.
TBS SOEST bv complemented and perfected its
delivery programme with this new product line.

Compared with traditional materials HDPE has
much better characteristics for application in
(waste) water:
- corrosion free
- good chemical resistance against acids, salts 

and alkalis in aqueous solutions, many 
solvents, oil, etc.

- high UV protection by addition of carbon to 
the material to stabilise for outside use

- non-toxic so it can be used in food-related 
industries

- use between -50º C and +70º C
- low density and lightweight
- a material as easy to machine as wood
- dimensional stability 
- no rotting
- no material fatigue
- impact resistant
- high flexibility
- economic design and material

These characteristics result in the following
customer benefits:

- long service life because the material is corro-
sion free

- no special coatings are required for very 
aggressive environments

- minimal maintenance
- lightweight construction
- easy to install and handle
- HDPE is a solid material

Possible damage to the outside will not result
in corrosion inside

- flexibility in design. The unique production 
system enables TBS SOEST bv to make spe-
cial designs and provide tailor made solutions
with short project lead times. Products can be
adapted to a specific pressure or installation 
situation.

More than 50 % of the products made are 
special, tailor made designs. 

TBS PENSTOCK SEALING SYSTEM

The TBS PRA-G penstock is a standardised pen-
stock with sizes up to diameter 2000 mm to meet
pressures of up to 5 meter water column both on-
seating and off-seating.

Penstocks can also be supplied for rectangular
openings, with or without a flush invert bottom
and for greater water pressures.

A special feature of the PRA-G penstock is its
watertight operation.

The special sealing system is also incorporated in
other products such as gates and weirs.

Modifications reserved.
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Although in most countries people still accept lea-
kage in penstocks as a fact of life, TBS SOEST bv
has developed a flexible seal that guarantees very
low leakage rates with a maximum of 1% of what
is allowed in the American standard for pen-
stocks. (C 501 of the American Water Works
Association AWWA).

The unique design enables TBS SOEST bv to
guarantee the same low leakage rates on–seating
as well as off-seating.

So, during the design stage of a project no extra
attention has to be paid to the exact location of
the penstock. It has the same watertight proper-
ties for both on-seating and off-seating.

In the on-seating situation the EPDM sealing (in
the door) is compressed and pushed against the
frame plate. The rounded part of the seal is in
complete contact with the frame.

In the off-seating situation the lip of the EPDM
seal still maintains contact with the frame plate.
The water pushes the lip onto the frame plate.
The TBS sealing system uses the water pressure
to obtain a good seal.

There is no weak spot where a leak can occur, as
the seal is one continuous piece for round, 
square or rectangular openings.

The unique TBS penstock sealing system func-
tions without wedges.
Penstocks are supplied from our factory fully
watertight and do not have to be adjusted on site.

As the penstock is a self-contained unit it is ready
for operation and requires the customer to do
minimal installation work.

After installation, no adjustment with wedges is
needed, ensuring minimal maintenance and the
highest user friendliness.

Be sure to check the smoothness of the wall befo-
re installation to obtain the best watertight pro-
perties.

SELECTION CRITERIA

We provide a checklist that takes numerous fac-
tors into account to help establish what exactly is
required. People in different countries use diffe-
rent names for the same product, such as sluice
gate, gate or penstock, and the same name for
different products with different functions. Using
this checklist we can provide the correct solution
for each situation.

SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS

To determine which product is suitable for which
situation the following have to be taken into con-
sideration:

- dimensions of the opening
- flow direction – is the pressure from the front 

or back or both?
- what is the maximum water pressure in 

meter water column?
- is it wall or channel mounting?
- operational functions such as local or remote 

operation / rising or non-rising spindle
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Pressure on-seating
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DIRECTION OF FLOW

On-seating pressure means the front of the 
penstock is under pressure.

Off-seating pressure means the back of the 
penstock is under pressure.

On-seating and off-seating pressure means 
pressure from both sides.

WATER PRESSURE: FOUR-SIDED SEAL

VERSUS THREE-SIDED SEAL

If the pressure is higher than the height of the
door and the customer wants to isolate the flow,
a penstock type PRA-G with a continuous seal
around the opening is required.

We call this four-sided seal; double acting (sea-
ling in both directions).

A penstock type PRA-G has the seal in the door
and the lip directed inwards to withstand the off-
seating pressure.
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Pressure on-seating

Pressure off-seating

Pressure on- and off-seating

pressure on-seating

pressure off-seating

PRA penstock sealing system

Pressure is higher than door height
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If the pressure is equal to the height of the door
and the customer wants to block the flow, a 
sluice gate type PKS with a continuous seal 
on three sides of the opening is required.

We call this three-sided seal; in most cases single
acting (sealing in on-seating direction).

The standard application is to block the flow in
one direction: on-seating.

In this design the seal is placed in the frame plate
and the lip directed outwards to withstand on-
seating pressure. This is used for products such
as sluice gates type PKS and for overflow gates,
type POS/DPOS.

Off-seating pressure should be clearly stated.

WATER PRESSURE DETERMINATION

We measure the pressure on the penstock in
meters water column by taking the distance from
bottom of opening to the highest water level.

INSTALLATION SITUATION / SILL OF PENSTOCK

The most common installation situation for pen-
stocks is wall mounting.  

Be sure there is sufficient space below the 
opening to mount the penstock. 
See the point labelled 1 in the diagram above.
The PRA-G penstocks have a 100 mm to 125 mm
sill depending on the dimensions of the opening
(see Z-measurement in following penstock 
tables).

A penstock with a standard sill always requires a
recess to accommodate the bottom of the pen-
stock. This can allow dirt to settle in the recess.

As an alternative, a flush invert bottom can be
incorporated in the design of the penstock sill.
The advantage of such a seal is that it prevents
any accumulation of dirt around the opening as
there is no recess in the bottom where the dirt
can settle.

Modifications reserved.
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Pressure is less than door height

Height in meters water column

PKS sluice gate sealing system

Side view of sill of penstock

sill of the 
penstock

1

Bottom invert

Top water level
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MOUNTING POSSIBILITIES

WALL MOUNTING

The most common mounting is on concrete walls
using anchor studs and chemical capsules.

The seal between the wall and the frame plate is
made using a neoprene gasket.

Before installation always check the smoothness
of the wall. Unevenness in the wall can seriously
affect the function of the penstock.

CHANNEL MOUNTING

Channel mounting is generally used for sluice
gates that seal on three sides up to door height.
These products are often installed in channels,
although wall mounting is also possible.
Channel mounting can be done by mounting the
gate using an additional stainless steel or HDPE
frame. 
This is often used in existing channels without a
rebate / recess.

If there is a recess in the channel the valve can be
grouted in.

This can also be done in combination with a flush
invert seal at the bottom.

An interesting and easy installation option is
mounting in a recess using HDPE wedges. 
The advantage of this system is that the sluice
gate can be easily removed.

Modifications reserved.
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Side view of penstock with flush invert seal
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OPERATIONAL POSSIBILITIES

TBS SOEST bv can supply penstocks and sluice
gates for almost every installation situation and
operation requirement:

- Local or remote operation (with extension)
- Manual operation with floor column, bevel 

gear box, hand wheel or key.
- Cylinder
- Actuator with rising or non-rising spindle.

To calculate the required spindle extension, use
the H-measurement in the penstock tables.
The H-measurement indicates the installation
depth from the bottom of the invert / opening to
the top of the penstock.

If you have the deck level and bottom invert level,
you know the installation depth. If you deduct the
H-measurement from the installation depth you
know the required extension length.
(See page 3.9)

Modifications reserved.
3.6
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OPERATION:

LOCAL AND REMOTE WITH NON RISING SPINDLE

Modifications reserved.
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Actuator or 
bevelgearbox on 
wall bracket

Operation keys
SmallLarge

Handwheel
T-key

Extension

Floor column
with 
bevelgearbox 
and 
handwheel

Floor column
with actuator

Floor column
with 
handwheel

Conical square 

Socket with keyway

Guide bracket

Eccentric
floor column
with 
handwheel

Coupling

1 2 3 4 5 6

T-key
Handwheel

Small
Operation keys

Large
Actuator
with console

Bevelgearbox
with 
handwheel and 
console

Conical square socket Socket with keyway

2 31 4

7

direct on frame

remote operation
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OPERATION:

LOCAL AND REMOTE WITH RISING SPINDLE

Modifications reserved.
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Actuator or 
bevelgearbox 
on wall 
bracket

Extension

Floor column
with 
bevelgearbox 
and 
handwheel

Floor column
with actuator

Floor column
with 
handwheel

Guide bracket

1 2 3 5

Actuator
with console

Bevelgearbox 
with handwheel 
and console

2 31
Pneumatic
cylinder with 
console

Pneumatic 
cylinder 
with 
groundplate

4
remote operation
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EXPLANATION FOR SPINDLE EXTENSION REQUIREMENT
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COPING LEVEL

Advice:
1 guide bracket
per max. 3 meter
extension
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SPINDLE OPERATION
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PENSTOCK

OPERATION MODE

T-KEY OR
OPERATION KEY
(LARGE OR SMALL)

OPERATION SOCKET
ON EXTENSION

UNIVERSIAL
COUPLING
BETWEEN
EXTENSION
TUBES

GUIDE BRACKET

EXTENSION
L<=6000 mm.

OPERATION SOCKET
DIRECT ON
SPINDLE  SHAFT

BARE  SHAFT

DIA. 150 - 1000 MM DIA. 1100 - 1500 MM DIA. 1600 - 2000 MM

DIRECT MANUAL OR
ELECTRICAL OPERATION

MANUAL OPERATION WITH REDUCTION,
ELECTRICAL OPERATION,
OR EVENTUALLY MANUAL OPERATION.

ELECTRICAL OPERATION
OR MANUAL OPERATION WITH
REDUCTION.

TSL SSL-L SSL-K

VL25-CON        VL25-AS

TSL

VL38-AS                 VL38-CON

CONICAL
SQUARE
SOCKET
OPTIONAL

VL48-AS

SL25 SL38 SL48

VL25 VL38 VL48

ø25x2 ø38x3 ø48x3

M8 M12 M16

OC20 OA20 OA30 OC30

ø20

ø30

OA40

ø40

CONICAL
SQUARE
SOCKET
OPTIONAL
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Penstock 1600 x 1600mm in
Maasbommel Holland

Weir penstock wwtp in Korea

Penstock dia 2000mm in factory

Penstocks located in Tubli wwtp Bahrain
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